Langenbrettach, December 31st 2007
Matthias Bopp DD1US

This is a short introduction illustrating how I got hooked to satellite communication.
It includes a little collection of bits and pieces about my early activities.
I guess it all started when my parents gave me 2 little CB walky talkies when I was
around 10 years old. I learned about Ham Radio and at the age of 14 years I acquired
my amateur radio license with the callsign DD1US. I was not allowed to operate my own
station before I was 15 years old.
I finished school and in 1984 I started studying electronics engineering with a focus on
communication technologies at the University of Kaiserslautern. I founded a satellite
group at Ham Radio Group of the University of Kaiserslautern and became the
Chairman. We built up a team of people interested in satellite communications centred
but not limited to Ham Radio satellites. Here is a picture of the core team setting up
antennas for 2m and 70cm. At the very left you can see me.

I subscribed to the NASA Prediction Bulletin mailing list and received every week a pile
of paper with keplerian elements of various space objects. I tracked mostly weather and
amateur satellites as well as MIR and Shuttle missions using hand calculations and
charts. I received their radio transmissions and also made visual observations to
estimate their orbits.
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It also included the satellite situation report which was updated regularly.
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I also tracked the space shuttle using the “SPARK, the “shuttle prediction and
recognition kit” kindly provided by NASA. The kit was mailed by NASA to interested
people and included a large map with the ground tracks over time, a transparency
overlay to predict visibility times and conditions and some instructions on how to use it.
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Later I wrote my first satellite tracking program on a Z80 and after punching in the
elements I received predictions and even ground plots. It was not very fancy but a big
help versus the previous hand calculations. Using this software I tracked many satellites
as well as MIR and Shuttle missions, both by receiving their radio signals as well as
observing them visually.

I finished University and started working but never forgot completely about satellite
tracking and monitoring.
Best regards
Matthias DD1US
Email: dd1us@amsat.org
Homepage: www.dd1us.de
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